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Here is a calculator that generates the Taylor Series for any value passed to it. I have no great use for such a calculator except
that I'm more proficient in math than in graphics, so I figured I might as well put something out there. This calculator generates
Taylor series with an accuracy of 36 digits.The Taylor Series are also saved to history. This is one of the best calculators to use
for this purpose. Taylor Calculator Real 27 Product Key Features: - User-defined symbolic parameters - User-defined numeric
parameters - User-defined real and complex variables - User-defined imaginary variables - Taylor Series (partial sums of Taylor
series) in symbolic and numeric forms - Numerical coefficients and values calculated with precision 27-36 digits - Symbolic
formula can be used with Graphing Calculator 2D Polar, Graphing Calculator 2D Parametric, and Graphing Calculator 2D
Numeric - Saving and printing of the symbolic formulas and Taylor series is available - Options to turn on/off the history of the
calculation Taylor Calculator Real 27 User Manual: Here is a Taylor Series Calculator for Mac OS X, but the formulas can also
be used for other programs and operating systems. 1. Enter a symbolic parameter, a numeric parameter, a variable, an imaginary
variable, a real variable or a complex variable 2. Enter the Taylor Series in symbolic or numeric form 3. If the Taylor Series
contains imaginary terms, enter a complex variable (for example c*I) or an imaginary number (for example -3.5j) 4. When the
Taylor Series contains complex terms, type a parameter for the phase (for example i), a parameter for the magnitude (for
example 3), a parameter for the argument (for example 2pi), a parameter for the exponential (for example 4j) or a parameter
for the transcendental function (for example e^3j) 5. If a Taylor Series has the same parameter on the numerator and
denominator, enter a real variable (for example e^2) 6. Choose between evaluating a Taylor Series in symbolic or numeric form
7. Save the Taylor Series to the history 8. Print the Taylor Series Taylor Calculator Real 27 Disclaimer: This calculator is
released under the terms of the GNU General Public License. For further questions or comments, please email me at
florian.samtleben@googlemail.com. I do not answer private
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[digit][symbol][digit]: coeff and value of a coefficient, in format [digit].[symbol] 1.[digit]2[symbol]3[digit]: sybsymbol3 with
the parametric for symbol1 symbol3 with the parametric for symbol1 symbol3 with the parametric for symbol1 symbol3 with
the parametric for symbol1 coeff and value of a coefficient, in format [digit].[symbol] [digit]: a power of the parameter symbol:
a graph element sybsymbol: power for a graph element parametric: is this parametric for all coefficients or a specific one sin[x]:
sin cos[x]: cos tan[x]: tan cot[x]: cot arc[x]: arc asin[x]: asin acos[x]: acos asinh[x]: asinh acosh[x]: acosh atan[x]: atan atanh[x]:
atanh cbrt[x]: cbrt eq[x1,x2]: eq lex[x1,x2]: lex ln[x]: ln ln10[x]: ln10 sgn[x]: sgn gcd[x1,x2]: gcd lcm[x1,x2]: lcm log10[x]:
log10 log[x]: log log1p[x]: log1p sqrt[x]: sqrt cosh[x]: cosh sinh[x]: sinh tanh[x]: tanh coth[x]: coth asinh[x]: asinh acosh[x]:
acosh atanh[x]: atanh tg[x]: tg ceil[x]: ceil floor[x]: floor trunc[x]: trunc round[x]: round round2[x]: round2 copysign[x1,x2]:
copysign fabs[x]: fabs re[x]: re im[x]: im pi: pi e[x]: e pi2[x]: pi2 sqrt2[x]: sqrt2 sqrt1p2[x]: sqrt1p2 sqrt3[x]: sqrt3 1d6a3396d6
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- multi-function calculator for Taylor polynomials (partial sums of Taylor series). - support to calculate Taylor polynomial
(taylor_coefficients(x,y)) and (taylor_values(x,y)) and (taylor_values_non_strict(x,y)) and
(taylor_values_up_to(x,y,number_of_terms)) - function to calculate Taylor series (taylor_series(y)) and
(taylor_series_non_strict(y)) and (taylor_series_up_to(y,number_of_terms)) - function to calculate Taylor's Approximation
(taylor_approximation(x,y)) and (taylor_approximation_non_strict(x,y)) and
(taylor_approximation_up_to(x,y,number_of_terms)) - function to calculate Taylor's Approximation with error bounds
(taylor_approximation_error(x,y,x_value,y_value,difference)) and
(taylor_approximation_error_non_strict(x,y,x_value,y_value,difference)) and
(taylor_approximation_error_up_to(x,y,x_value,y_value,difference,number_of_terms)) - function to calculate Taylor series with
error bounds (taylor_series_error(y,x_value,y_value,difference)) and
(taylor_series_error_non_strict(y,x_value,y_value,difference)) and
(taylor_series_error_up_to(y,x_value,y_value,difference,number_of_terms)) - function to calculate Taylor's Approximation
with error bounds (taylor_approximation_error(x,y,x_value,y_value,difference)) and
(taylor_approximation_error_non_strict(x,y,x_value,y_value,difference)) and
(taylor_approximation_error_up_to(x,y,x_value,y_value,difference,number_of_terms)) - numerical calculation of Taylor
polynomials, Taylor series and Taylor

What's New in the?
Calculator Real 27, which is based on Calculator 2003, calculates Taylor polynomials (partial sums of Taylor series) in symbolic
and numeric forms. Numerical coefficients and values are calculated with precision 27-36 digits. Symbolic formulas are
obtained in the calculator with an interactive dialog. Real Taylor polynomials can be easily calculated using numeric or
symbolic values. You can access the History tab when you want to analyze the calculation results, and you can even save or
print them. Two general types of Taylor polynomials are provided for the calculator: - Linear Taylor polynomials with
variable coefficients - constant coefficient 1. - Non-linear Taylor polynomials with variable coefficients - constant coefficient
0. If necessary, you can define variables with the help of Create Variable function and calculate Taylor polynomials of these
variables. Also, you can calculate Taylor polynomials of an algebraic equation: In equation: You need to specify the
minimum and maximum values of variables, as well as constant term, and the calculator will calculate Taylor polynomials for
you. You can even use the Taylor polynomials in differential and integral calculations. Some examples are shown here:
There are many options for Taylor polynomial calculations: - You can specify variables and constants, using the general
syntax as in Create Variable; - You can use the results of previous calculations as symbolic parameters of this calculation. You can define other variables for the calculations. - You can use the calculated results of previous calculations as new
variables. - You can define the required formula in a dialog box. - You can use the necessary format of numbers in a dialog
box. - You can use the results of previous calculations as new variables. - You can define the required formula in a dialog
box. - You can use the necessary format of numbers in a dialog box. - You can use the results of previous calculations as new
variables. - You can use the calculated results of previous calculations as new variables. - You can
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System Requirements:
Windows OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Pentium II Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Drive: 10 GB available space
Graphics: 1 GB RAM DVD-ROM or equivalent Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound Card: DirectX Compatible
Sound Card (For games and software) OS: Windows Vista Graphics
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